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Service based geovisualization helps to enable high quality 3D visualization with minimal requirements for clients regarding computational power or rendering capabilities. While interaction with 2D maps is quite well understood, interaction in 3D is more challenging due to its additional degrees of freedom that have to be controlled. So-called smart interaction techniques can help a user to master this 3D complexity using standard 2D input devices. To do so, additional information about the 3D environment, which is used for visualization, is needed. Such data is not per se available in many of the applications of service-based 3D visualization. This report proposes to encapsulate parts of the interaction process into service components that can be deployed independently from client applications. This lowers the complexity of client implementations, that are possibly running on a small handheld device, so data access and computation necessary for interaction can be externalized to faster systems, which may also have a faster, more reliable network connection. Such a decoupled paradigm enables the deployment of service-based visualization applications depending on the client device’s capabilities regarding computational power or data access (access rights or networking bandwidth).

1 Introduction

Since "a 3D world is only as useful as the user’s ability to get around and interact with the information within it" [12] interaction components should play a major role in development of systems using geoinformation for 3D visualization. In a 3D virtual environment camera manipulation is the primary interaction since the specification of camera parameters defines what is visible to a user and therefore defines a user’s context. Six degrees of freedom (namely 3D camera position (3 DOF) and 3D orientation (3 DOF)) have to be controlled to specify the position and orientation of a virtual camera. These additional variables, compared to interaction with 2D user interfaces, make camera interaction in 3D geovirtual environments (3D GeoVEs) a complex task for users. While the capabilities of standard input devices for today’s applications, such as mouse, keyboard or touch sensitive surfaces, provide adequate means for controlling 2D user interfaces (such as map-based applications or conventional window-based ones), they do not allow a direct manipulation of all the parameters that are necessary for 3D po-
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Figure 1: Classification of camera interaction techniques regarding their indirection from direct manipulation of camera parameters.

sitioning and orientation of a camera view in virtual 3D space. Hence, an intelligent mapping from user input to camera configurations is needed. Approaches for smart (assisting) camera control for 3D GeoVEs can use semantics of the underlying spatial model (e.g., 3D city model) to provide higher-level interaction to users, which reduces the number of feedback cycles needed to position and orient the virtual camera. Additionally such techniques try to avoid distracting or disorienting views of a virtual camera by applying constraints to its parameters.

Service-based portrayal for 3D GeoVEs allows for thin client applications by hiding the complexity of geodata handling, processing and large parts of the rendering from clients [8]. In this way, also clients with constraint capabilities regarding data access, memory, data processing, rendering and input (e.g., mobile phones as client devices) can be used for running 3D geovisualization applications. To support the aforementioned smart interaction techniques for camera interactions, such clients need service-side support for computation of camera view parameters and camera paths. To improve efficiency of interaction, camera navigation techniques have to be designed and selected with special regard to such limitations [4].

In this report a concept for separating the camera control process from the service-based portrayal itself is described. Therefore we provide a concept of how to decompose a camera control process into single, possibly distributed service components, each performing a specific task in the interaction process. Well defined interfaces for each service component facilitate reuse of existing functionality and can additionally serve for a more efficient prototyping of interaction techniques. The concept for a service-based support for interaction applications is a first step in my research towards future applications for SOA-driven 3D geovisualization.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Section 2 will give a short overview of work that motivates this paper. Afterwards, in Section 3 our approach for distributing camera control functionality is presented. Section 4 will summarize this paper and gives an outline of future research activities towards future service-based 3D geovisualization systems.
2 Related Work

Smart interaction techniques, also called assisting navigation techniques, help a user to perform a task and avoiding disorienting or distracting camera positions and orientations. There are several types of camera control techniques regarding the level of indirection from user input to camera parameters (Fig. 1). The notion of camera task describes an intended of camera movement and position. In general, users can be supported better, if a higher level specification of desired camera tasks is possible.

Semantics contained in virtual 3D city models, as type of geovirtual environment, can be used to evaluate user input and derive camera control tasks [7]. A defined camera control task (e.g., "show me that building", "guide me along this road") allows for generation of a camera path with respect to quality criterions, e.g., collision avoidance, retaining a user's orientation inside the 3D GeoVE, perceived smoothness of camera animation, or keeping certain points of interest visible. To enable comprehensible camera paths, approaches exist that are using basic physical models for camera control. For example inertia effects like acceleration and deceleration lead to a perceived better camera motion [2].

Assisting camera control techniques, which use semantics of the underlying model, involve additional requirements regarding data management and computational power since geodata is typically massive, heterogeneous and distributed. Especially thin clients are restricted in hardware (mobile devices like phones) or in software (thin, browser-based clients). This is a problem when 3D geovisualization applications are running on such devices. Nevertheless, through the high abstraction level from the user input, assisting camera navigation techniques seem to be promising especially for use cases that demand for a relatively low number of interaction cycles to reach a specific goal, e.g. performing a desired camera animation. A low count of interaction cycles between user and application is especially favorable for service-based systems because of the inevitable network delays during requests, which slow down service-based applications. Since mobile devices tend to have a possible unreliable network connection, this effect plays an important role if end-user applications are running on such devices.

Handling geodata for visualization is a complex task that demands for special high performance hardware (e.g., graphics adaptors, large main memory, CPU) to produce high quality visualizations. The heterogeneity of hardware components and the financial and configuration effort to deploy those hamper the implementation of such high quality visualizations. Since geodata itself is often not freely accessible, another point concerning geovisualization applications is data access and rights management. Owners of geodata do not want to grant full access to their data, but might want to enable its usage for visualization. Using the paradigm of service orientation for geovisualization applications can hide the complexity of rendering or sophisticated rights management from client applications by encapsulating steps of the visualization pipeline. The data management encoding and processing part of the service chain is already sufficiently standardized by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) (i.e., Web Feature Service [13] for data access, CITYGML [6] or GML [10] for data encoding, and Web Processing Service [11] for data processing).
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For portrayal of geodata, a 2D portrayal service has been specified by the OGC and is widely adopted. This Web Map Service (WMS) [3] creates map images from geodata. Currently, there is no corresponding OGC standard for 3D portrayal. Two active approaches towards OGC standards for 3D portrayal services are currently existing in the OGC community: The Web 3D Service (W3DS) [1] and the Web View Service (WVS) [8]. The approaches differ in the type of data they provide. While a W3DS provides display elements in a computer graphic coordinate system, a WVS provides layers of scene views encoded as images. This leads to different requirements for presentation clients needed to use such services. While a W3DS demands for 3D rendering capabilities on the client side for image synthesis, this is not necessary for WVS clients since, because this service performs server-side image synthesis.

Supporting navigation in 3D GeoVEs has not been a central issue during the development of current portrayal standard candidates. The W3DS draft standard does not include any facilities to support camera control on the server side, because the client is expected to handle all issues concerning user interaction and rendering. The WVS standard draft defines an optional GetCamera-Operation that returns a good camera definition for a set of 2D pixels. Here, the definition of what is a good camera perspective for the actual application is defined by the WVS implementation. So a very fundamental support for camera control is included in this standard, and can be used by thin clients for exploration of 3D GeoVEs.

3 The Camera Interaction Process

To support camera control for service-based visualization environments the process of interaction needs to be analyzed and decomposed into actions that can be performed by conceptually independent components. A clear definition of an interaction process in service-based visualization systems helps to identify the interfaces and data for communication of services. The components of such an interaction support system can be distributed. Depending on the capabilities and demands of client devices and applications, the distribution of the components could be dynamically adjusted.

We divide four tasks for camera control (Fig. 2). The input capturing task of an interaction process is done by the client device running an application. A variety of sensors can deliver input values for 3D camera control techniques, e.g., (series of) touch events for tangible surfaces, ui button events or keyboard events. Further, mobile
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often include additional sensor hardware, such as GPS receivers, gyroscopes or accelerometers. So they are able to capture different information that describes a user’s current context. This information can be used to influence the interaction with a 3D application to support a user by adjusting to his current context, especially with regard to mobile applications.

Raw input data can be preprocessed to provide a more high level input for the following steps. The input preprocessing step can involve, for example, smoothing input values, recognition of shapes from series of positions. The result of this step is a navigation command that encodes a camera task to perform by the animation of virtual camera.

The camera path computation step executes a navigation command by creating a camera path, which consist of one or more sets of parameters defining a virtual camera’s position and orientation. The path computation itself may use additional data sources, for example, to provide collision avoiding camera paths. Therefore it has to use the same geometries that is currently used for visualization to be able to perform the necessary computations to comply with the data that is currently viewed.

The visualization step concludes a camera interaction loop. It applies the generated camera path to the image synthesis stage. Image generation itself may be done using geovisualization services or implemented independently at client side. A camera service itself is not bound to thin clients. It may also be used by thick oder medium clients to provide smart camera paths.

4 Service Support for Camera Interaction

The single steps of a camera interaction cycle presented above can be supported using service instances. Which types of services can be used and how they could communicate is depicted in Fig. 3. As described in the previous section, navigation commands are recognized from user inputs. The necessary operations for command recognition can possibly involve additional data to provide commands that rely on semantics of objects included in the current scene view.

As shown in Figure 1, a user’s inputs do not have to influence the parameters of the virtual camera directly. They can also describe a higher-level task to be executed by the camera. Tasks to perform are, e.g., following a route, inspect a building, or taking an overview position for parts of the scene. To allow this kind of indirection from user inputs, a command recognition service can be used to extract navigation commands. Each type of navigation command can have specific parameters, e.g., a "move to" command can have a feature identifier as target description.

Conceptually a 3D camera service is able to compute a camera position or animation for executing one type of navigation command. Therefore a registry for such camera service is introduced which manages metadata of camera services and therefore helps to find the right service-endpoint that is able to execute the command which was recognized from user input. Camera navigation techniques compute camera parameters, respectively camera animations, according to criteria, defined by the type and implementation of a technique. Examples for such criteria are:
Collision Avoidance  A navigation technique may be capable of creating a camera path for animation that does not intersect with other scene geometry. There are several strategies for collision avoidance for camera path computation. Collision avoidance can be either guaranteed, best-effort or there can also be no collision avoidance at all.

Orientation  Camera navigation techniques can implement orientation preserving features. For example, a technique may try to optimize the visibility of landmarks to provide orientation support to users.

Task  Task specific techniques compute camera paths that are specialized in performing a task such as object inspection, overview tours or routing the camera to a defined endpoint.

3D Camera services encapsulate camera navigation techniques. They use navigation commands, which have been computed in preceding steps, alongside with command specific parameters, e.g., current camera position or a point in space as target for the camera animation, and return a camera path, which consist of one or sets of camera parameters that describe at least a camera’s position and orientation. The path computation itself may use additional data, either originating from the visualization service (e.g., for image-based techniques such as the one presented by McCrae et al. [9] ) or from a WFS to provide certain quality features such as, for example, collision avoidance or a guaranteed visibility of certain points of interest.

5 Summary and Outlook

This report presented a first step towards service support for camera interaction in service-based 3D geovisualization systems. Here our central point is the definition of a service-supported interaction process using different processing stages.

The future research towards more user friendly service-based 3D geovisualization applications is seen in the following areas:

Definition of quality criterions for camera animations  The definition of criterions for camera positions and animations is not trivial. Quality criterions might depend on several factors defined by the type of application using these camera positions, the context of a user and especially on the current task to be performed by a 3D visualization system. To judge the quality of camera positions and respectively animations, a computable definition of the quality of a scene view is necessary. A numerical description of the quality of a scene view may then be optimized by a technique that computes camera paths. A promising approach could be, for example, using methods from visual analytics in 3D city models, as presented by Engel and Döllner [5] in connection with image analysis to rate a specific scene view regarding the quality criteria.

Camera navigation techniques  New approaches for creating the camera animation itself will help to generate camera animation paths that are flexible enough to include a variety of parameters into the camera path computations. For example,
to provide the mentioned context-sensitive camera animations for mobile applications, the available parameters, such as user position, device orientation and acceleration, influence the camera animation. One promising approach for such calculation is using a physics engine to simulate forces that affect the camera and to create a camera animation. Here, questions for my further research may include the type of physical forces (e.g., spring forces, force fields, flow simulation etc.) that can be used to create a camera animation.

**Visual feedback for camera navigation** Visualization for current or future actions a camera animation will include is essential to keep a user oriented and also to communicate recognized navigation commands to a user of a service-based visualization system. The research question here is how to introduce meta elements into the visualization that communicate clearly the navigation intention that a camera animation executes. Especially in the case of indoor visualization this is an open question in the research community.

**Definition of camera control intentions** In which way can a user describe complex camera navigation tasks using conventional input devices. This is important to allow reliable recognition of navigation commands and to provide task oriented navigation techniques. Here the central question is, how can semantic data, which is
available when using geodata for visualization, be used to derive such intentions in 3D from actions that are performed on the 2D camera view plane.

**Camera services** Definition, assessment and implementation of the service-based camera control remains a challenging task. Especially performance considerations together with an analysis of the application potentials and restrictions will show how such a system can be applied. The definition of exchange formats and camera service metainformation for the services introduced in Section 4 is another part of work to be done to enable a loosely coupled system and a camera service registry.

**Multi-touch input devices** The mapping of the input of tangible displays, which are increasingly used in end-user hardware, to camera navigation intentions is a question that will be in focus. The goal to achieve highly interactive visualizations of massive 3D geodata on small devices demands for more research in this specific direction.
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